Introduction by Nancy Fumero

What is a translation that stalls comprehension? That, when read, parsed, obfuscates comprehension through any language – English, Portuguese. It is inevitable that readers expect fidelity from translations. That language mirror with a sort of precision that enables the reader to become of another location, condition, to grasp in English in a similar vein as readers of Portuguese might from João Guimarães Rosa’s GRANDE SERTÃO: VEREDAS. There is the expectation that translations enable mobility. That what was written in one language be accessible in another. And that a translator is to serve as a mediator, acting ultimately in service to ideas within the source text. To disperse them. However, this notion of translation is partly antithetical to the ideas in Rosa’s work. Or, alternately, to convey the despair of terrain slipping beneath one’s feet, and to encounter the heightened suspense of magic, the translation, as part of its strategy, cannot devotedly rely on its original language, not as its source text. The work undertaken by Felipe W. Martinez is a new form of translation that risks everything in order to encounter the same treacherous knowing Rosa had traversed. And it takes its risks by not taking risks: by being, almost word for word, a literal translation. This is an approach that reductively converts, as opposed to translates. The idiomatic differences between English and Portuguese are not accented. The syntax is not finessed. Liberties are not assumed on account of improving readability. What stands, resoundingly amid such absences, is the awakened challenge of reading. The genuine peril of not knowing. That is, this translation, one that purports to know nothing, creates access into the guileful world Rosa had created in Portuguese. But not by translating. If anything, GRANDE SERTÃO: VEREDAS is speaking a cosmic language through a linguistic one. And W. Martinez does us the service of recognizing this, as what configures the shapes of words and sentences is not as simple as neologisms, portmanteaus, and digressions, but as terrifying as the path the fool traverses: all paths. As such, this translation doesn’t speak English, just as the original does not speak Portuguese. It is the assemblage of paradox as a new logic that can be navigated, if only one could suspend the comfort of readability, of expectation. If one could descend a mountain in the pitch dark of night, each step shocking the body, unable to acclimate to the unleveled heights. Without a doubt, the translation is incongruous to the Portuguese. Taking a small excerpt to compare:

Eh, well, thereafter, the rest the Sir provide: comes the bread, comes the hand, comes the god, comes the dog.
What is striking is the interplay between “god” and “dog”. To most English speakers, this anagram is a familiar one. But in Portuguese the words god (“deus”) and dog (“cão”) are not so closely linked. In fact, there is no direct mention of “deus” in Rosa’s text:

_Eh, pois, empós, o resto o senhor prove: vem o pão, vem a mão, vem o sáo, vem o cão._

Both are fascinating. In Rosa’s excerpt, the rhythm is unmistakable and precise, despite, of course, the indices of hesitation: the commas, the _Eh_, the uncomfortable way of searching through prolongation and wait. This is the sort of paradox Rosa can engage within a sentence. W.Martinez’s does this as well, at a scale that reverberates beyond the sentence, and with one noticeable addition: deus. What may appear to be an overstep, to add such a weighted word that draws out word-play but is, nevertheless, not in the source text, is exemplary of risk. The translation buzzes because of it. This is because throughout the text we encounter dogs frequently, as some primal beast on par with humans. The dog is one that masters its face, and at others a mask. It is a powerful presence. For the translator to be attuned to the reverent undercurrent attributed to this animal, and create within the translation such charged play in English from what was only an implication in Portuguese, is in tribute to the grand beauty within dissonance. What aberrant modes of writing and translation can teach us most assuredly, is that things, words, are not in states of rightness or wrongness, but of oscillation. This isn’t so different from what Rosa says himself:

_The Sir look…see: the most important and beautiful, of the world, is this: that the people are not always same, still were not completed— but that they go always shifting. They tune or detune._

We find this so readily in W.Martinez’s translation, this tuning and detuning.

_Grand Sertão: Veredas_  
by João Guimarães Rosa  
Translated from the Portuguese  
by Felipe W.Martinez

_Nonething. Shots that the Sir heard were man brawling not, God be. Bleach white sights on the tree in the backyard, down in the river. By my right. I do this every day, I like; from the bad of boyhood. Thereof they came to call on me. Case of a calf: a white calf, errorful, eyes of to not be—saw selves—; and with a mask of a dog! They told me; I didn’t want to catch a sight. Same that, by the defects of birth, upturned lips, looked to be a laughing man. Folkface, dogface: they determined—it was the devil. Bananas. Killed it. Do not know who owned it. They came to borrow my guns. I caved. I’ve no power to impose. Oh, sir, you laugh certain laughs… Look: when it’s a true shot, first the dogs begin to bark, instantly—after, then, you see who’s handed death. Sir, endure, this is the Sertão. Some want that it is not: that situated Sertão is in and out of those general fields, they say, end of the road, highlands, the other Urucuia. Toleima. For those of Cortino and of Curvelo, then, isn’t here said Sertão? Ah! That there’s more! To place the Sertão it’s told: it’s where the pastures lack latches; where one can tear off ten, fifteen leagues without running into a houseinhabitant; where criminalousness lives out its christ jesus. Sifted out from the tightening grip of the law. The Urucuia comes from the western mountains. But today, its banks, give all—farmlands of farms, pastures of meadows of good yield, low tides, cultures that go kill for kill, until these virgins there are. The general fields run round. These general fields are without size. Ultimately, whichever one one approves, the Sir knows: bread or breads, it’s a question of heads… the Sertão is everywhere.

Of the devi? No comment. Sir ask the dwellers. Falsely I fear they unspeak that name of his—only say: whatsitcalled. Volt! no… Whosoever over avoids it, lives with it. In the sentence of one Aristides—who exists in the first palm grove on the right hand side, called Vereda-of-Cow-Calm-of-Saint-Rita—everyone believes: he can’t pass in three designated places: then can be heard the tiny cry, behind, a little voice warning:— „Here I come! Here I come!... „— that is the Capirote, the whatsitcalled… And one Jise Simplicio—who anyone from here will swear he keeps an imp in house, a little satanite, imprisoned and obliged to help in all greedful deeds; reason that Simplicio emprises en route to complete riches. As such, for this they say too that his beast bristles and refuses, denying his banner, unyielding, when he wishes to mount… Superstition. Jise Simplicio and Aristides, continue getting fatter, thence unheard or heard. Still the Sir study: right now, in these days of time, you have people purporting that the devil proper stopped, mid-passage, in Andrequice. A boy out of there, to whom’d appeared, and there lauded that, to get here—normally, by horse, a day-n-half—he was capable of such with only some twenty minutes enough… by coasting the River of Chico by the headwaters! Or, too, who knows—sans offense—will not have been, for example, even yourself the Sir who announced such, when
João Guimarães Rosa

Grand Sertão: Veredas

Neigh, Blood-o’Other, or Legion-Lips, or Tear-em-
me, umpteen I’ve seen, that I’ve learned. Ma-
monment or with support—the Sir too must have
had known diverse, men, women. As not yes? For
me, umpteen I’ve seen, that I’ve learned. Ma-
Neigh, Blood-o’Other, or Legion-Lips, or Tear-em-
Down, Cold-Cutter, or Sissy-Goat, one Trecziano,
or Verdigris... or Hermogenes... o’them, pileload.
If I could forget so many names... I’m not a man for
or Verdigris... or Hermogenes... o’them, pileload.
of to speculate ideas. The devil exists and nonex-
from creaky net. And myself invented in this like,
fate to me comes, and sans little disquietudes, I’m
who lives asp’rously, no fantasies. But, now, fete of
pulling difficult from difficult, fish alive on griddle:

terfall any? To live is negotiation much perilous.
that water, or undo that bankment, remainder wa-
melancholies. The Sir sees: exists waterfall; and
ists? I say the saying. Opennouncement. These
living of an oldwoman, in Waterfalls-of-Bulls, he
to the father, to extract the Cujo, from the body
sage in hand—prosed that he went auxilitator
and coated in vestments, with a stick of black-
super suitable, conferring in the book of prayers
On occasion, I conversed with a young seminarian,
established, that it greases our Saintly-Gospels.
Not that is, I, personally, almost that have lost
in him the creed, deserving to Deus; is the that to
the Sir I say, to pure-secret. I know that it is well
established, that it greases our Saintly-Gospels.
On occasion, I conversed with a young seminarian,
super suitable, conferring in the book of prayers
and coated in vestments, with a stick of black-
sage in hand—prosed that he went auxilitator
to the father, to extract the Cujo, from the body
living of an oldwoman, in Waterfalls-of-Bulls, he
went with the vicar of Field-Round... I conceive.
The Sir not is as I? I didn’t believe a single thing.
Compadre mine Quelemem describes that that
which reveals effect are the low spirits meager, of
third, adoining in the worst darkness and with anxi-
eties of connecting selves with the livers—they
give support. Compadre mine Quelemem is who
much me consoles—Quelemem of Goias. But he
has to live far from here, in Jijuja, Vereda of Buriti
Dark... Ahr, I leave myself there, that in enevilde-
monment or with support—the Sir too must have
had known diverse, men, women. As not yes? For
me, umpteen I’ve seen, that I’ve learned. Ma-
Neigh, Blood-o’Other, or Legion-Lips, or Tear-em-
Down, Cold-Cutter, or Sissy-Goat, one Trecziano,
or Verdigris... or Hermogenes... o’them, pileload.
If I could forget so many names... I’m not a man for
calming horses! And, same, whom of yes of to be
jagunço self enters, yea is for some competence
entrant of demonion. Will it not? Will it?
From first, I made and mixed, and to think
not I thought. I didn’t have the deadlines. I lived
pulling difficult from difficult, fish alive on griddle:
who lives asp’rously, no fantasies. But, now, fete of
fate to me comes, and sans little disquietudes, I’m
from creaky net. And myself invented in this like,
of to speculate ideas. The devil exists and nonex-
ists? I say the saying. Opennouncement. These
melancholies. The Sir sees: exists waterfall; and
since? But waterfall is gulch of ground, and water
so pouring from it, retumbling; the Sir consume
that water, or undo that bankment, remainder wa-
terfall any? To live is negotiation much perilous.

I explain to the Sir: the devil vigors inside of
human, the wrinkles of human— or is the human
ruin, or the human of adversess. I free, per se,
citizen, is that not has devil notone. Notone!— is
the that I say. The Sir approves? Me declares total,
fate to me comes, and sans little disquietudes, I’m
who lives asp’rously, no fantasies. But, now, fete of
pulling difficult from difficult, fish alive on griddle:
who lives asp’rously, no fantasies. But, now, fete of
fate to me comes, and sans little disquietudes, I’m
from creaky net. And myself invented in this like,
of to speculate ideas. The devil exists and nonex-
ists? I say the saying. Opennouncement. These
melancholies. The Sir sees: exists waterfall; and
since? But waterfall is gulch of ground, and water
so pouring from it, retumbling; the Sir consume
that water, or undo that bankment, remainder wa-
terfall any? To live is negotiation much perilous.

I explain to the Sir: the devil vigors inside of
human, the wrinkles of human— or is the human
ruin, or the human of adversess. I free, per se,
citizen, is that not has devil notone. Notone!— is
the that I say. The Sir approves? Me declares total,
of those. Solo that have the afters— and Deus, joined. I spy many nimbi.

But, in veracity, son, too, softens. Look: one called Aleixo, resident a league from Step-of-Sour, in Of-Sand, was the man of major badness calm that yea you saw. Me agreed that near the house of his had a weir, amidst the palms, with traíras, for souls of enormous, desenormous, to the real, that received fame; the Aleixo gave of to eat to them, in hours just, they self accustomed to if assuch of lunacies, in order to gobble, seemed to be fishes instructed. One day, solo for grace rustic, he killed an oldman who by there passed, destitute begging alms. The Sir not doubt—have people, in this bored world, that kill solo in order to see someone make grimace… Eh, well, there-after, the rest the Sir provide: comes the bread, comes the hand, comes the god, comes the dog. This Aleixo was man afamilied, had children small; they were the love of his, total, absurdity. Gave good, that not even a year there passed, of to killed the oldman poor, and the children of Aleixo there they ascicken. Smailepidemic of measles, they said, but complex; they never heal. When, then, they healed. But the eyes of theirs vermilionized high in an inflame of spraining to rebellion; and nextthing— the that not I know is if they went of at once, or one later and later other and other— they remained blind. Blind, sans remission of one sweet of light of this Ours! The Sir imagine: stairset— three boys and one girl— all blind. Sans remediable. The Aleixo not lost the judgment, but he changed; ah, mutated complete— now lives of band of Deus, sweating to be good and charitous in all his hours of night and of day. Appears even that he fixed the felicity, that before not was. He himself says he was a man of luck, because Deus wanted to have pity of him, to transform for there the route of his soul. That I heard, and me it gave rage. Reason of the children. If being castigated, what culpa of the let-there-bes of Aleixo those little children had?!

Compadre mine Quelemem reproved my uncertainties. That, for certain, another life returnaound, the children too had been the most wicked, of the mass and part of the father, demons of the same kettle of place. Sir the what thinks? And the oldman, assassinated? — I know the Sir goes to discuss. Well, too. In order that he had a sin of crime, in the body, by to pay. If the people— conforming compadre mine Quelemem is who says— if the people turn to to incarnate renovat-ed, I contemplate even that enemy of death can come as son of the enemy. Look see: if to myself I say, has a subject Pedro Pindo, neighbor of here more six leagues, man of good for all in all, he and the woman of his, always been good, of goodness. They have a son of some ten years called Valtei—name modern, is the that the population of here now appreciates, the Sir knows. Well this little-thing, thislet, since that some understanding illuminated in him, deed demonstrated the that is: petition stepfather, acid burner, likeful of ruin of inside of the profundity of the species of its nature. In which that torments, to the slowly, of all beasts or raisinglings little that quarrel; one time he found a creole woman hooched foolish sleeping, he arranged a shard of bottle, lashed at three points on the stern of the legs of hers. The what this boy drooled seeing, is bleeding hen or to knife pig.— “I enjoy of to kill…”— one occasion he teency me told. He opened in me a fright; because: birdy that self leans over— the flight yea is ready! Well the Sir oversee: the pa, Pedro Pindo, mode of to correct this, and the ma, they give in him, misery and mast—they cast the boy sans to eat, they tied to trees in the yard, he nude, unplumed, even in June cold, they tilled the bittybody of his with the trammel and with the goblet, after they cleansed the skin of the sanguine, with bottle gourd brine. The people know, spy, fix wasted. The boy yea reflowered of thinness, the eyes entering, caress of bones, enskulled, and tuberculated, the time total hacking, coughness of the that draw parched pectorals. Arr, that now, visible, the Pindo and the woman self habituated of on him hit, of little bit in little they were creating in this a pleasure ugly of diversion — as they regulate the canings in hours certain comfortable, until they call people to see the example good. I think that boy not endure, yea there is in the ta-da, not arrive for the lent to come… Ooee-ooee, then? Not being as compadre mine Quelemem to want, that explication is that the Sir bestowed? That boy had to be a man. He should, in swing, terrible perversities. Soul of his was in the pitch. Demonstrated. And, now, paid. Ah, but, happens, when he’s crying and pain-ing, he suffers equal that as was as a boy good… Bird, I saw all, in this world! Yea I saw even horse with hiccups… —the that the thing most costous that is.

Good, but the Sir may say, should of: and in the start— for offenses and arts, the people— as for that was that s’much amended was started? Ey, ey, ey all collided. Compadre mine Quelemem, too. Am solo a sertanite, in these high ideas I too. Am solo a sertanite, in these high ideas I collided. Compadre mine Quelemem, too. I say, has a subject Pedro Pindo, neighbor of here more six leagues, man of good for all in all, he and the woman of his, always been good, of goodness. They have a son of some ten years called...
of the start, me they thought sophisticated of side.
And that I merited of to go course latin, in Les-
son Waterlily—that too they said. Time nostalgic!
Going today, I appreciate a good book, despaced.
On the farm The Lilittlelemon, of one mine friend
Vito Soziano, so sign of this almanac thick, of logo-
glyphs and conundrums and other divided mat-
ters, all year come. In s’much, I place primacy is in
the reading advantageous, life of saints, virtues
and examples— missionary astute engambling the
Indians, or Saint Francis of Assis, Saint Anthony,
Saint Gerald… I like much of moral. To ratiocinate,
exhort the others for the good way, to acounsel
to just. Mine woman, that the Sir knows, vigils for
me: much prayer. She is a blesssable. Compadre
mine Quelemem always says that I may to aqiet
my fears on conscience, that being well-attended,
terrible good-esprits me protect. Eep! With like…
As is of saint effect, I help with mine to want to
accredit. But not even always can I. The Sir knew:
I total the mine life I thought for me, lining, I am
born different. I am and I same. I divert of total
the world… I almost that nothing not I know. But
I disconide of many things. The Sir, conceding, I
say: in order to think long, I am dog master—the
Sir loose in mine front an idea ease and I research
that by profundity of total the backwoods, amen!
Look: the should of to have, was of so reunited-
selves the wise, politicos, constitutions graded,
closed the definitive the notion— to proclaim
for one time, art assemblies, that not have devil
notone, not exists, not possible. Valor of law! Solo
assuch, they gave tranquility good to the people.
Because the government not cares?!

Ah, I know that not is possible. Not me
settled the Sir for philistine. One this is to place
ideas arranged, other is to deal with country of
people, of flesh and sanguine, of thousand-and-
many miseries… S’many people—gives scare of
to know—and notone so calms: All nascenting,
crescendoing, so wedding, wanting collocation of
employment, consumables, health, abundance,
to be important, wanting rain and affairs good…
Of luck that lacks of so to choose: or we t’weave
of to live in the salacious common, or care solo
of religion solo. I could to be: father clergyman,
if not chief of jagunços; for other things not was I
birthed. But mine oldness yea principaled I erred
of total account. And the rheumatism… There as
whom says: in the primers. Ahem.

Hey? Hey? The that more I think, I testify and
explain: all-the-world is mad. The Sir, I, we, the
people all. For this is that so lacks principally
of religion: in order to desdendorize, to didosodato.
Pray is that heals of lunacy. In the general. This is
that is the salvation-of-the-soul…Much religion
your servant! I here, not I lose occasion of religion.
I profit of all. I drink water of all rivers… One solo,
for me is little, maybe not me arrives. I pray chris-
tian, catholic, I burrow the certain; and I accept
the prayers of compadre mine Quelemem, doctrine of
he, of Kardec. But, when I can, I go in the Mindu-
bim, where one Matias is believer, methodist: the
people so accuse of sinner, reads high the bible,
and why, singing hymns beautiful of his. Total me
quiets, me suspendes. Whatever small shade me
refreshes. But is solo much provisory. I wanted to
pray— the time total. Many people not me ap-
prove, they think that law of Deus is privileges,
ivariable. And II! Doof! I Detest! The what I am? —
the what I do, that want, much curia. And in face
of total I face, executed. I? —not I trammel.

Look: I have a black girl, Maria Leontia, long
from here not she lives, the prayers of her afame
much virtue of power. Well to her I pay, every
month— ordering of to pray for me one third,
every saint day, and, on the Sundays, a rosary.
Value, so values. Mine woman not sees mal in this.
And I am, yea mandated word for an other, of the
voyage-voyage, a Izenia Calanga, in order to come
here, I heard of that prayer too with grand mer-
mermerits, I go to effect with she treatment equal.
I want handful of those, me defending in Deus,
reunited of me in volta… Cuts of Christ!

To live is much perilous… To want the good
with too much force, of incertain way, can yea to
be being so wanting the mal, per to initiate. These
humans! All they pull the world for itself, for the to
concert amended. But capita one solo sees and
understands the things of one his world. Amoun-
tain, the most supro, most serious was Mediero
Vaz. That one man ancient… his Joaozy Ben-Ben,
the most brave of all, no-one never can decipher
how he by inside consisted. Joca Ramiro— grand
man prince! — was politico. Zé Bebelo wanted
to be politico, but had and not had luck: fox that
lingered. So Candelario so demonized, by to
think that was with illness mal. Titao Passos was
the by the appreciation of friends: solo per via of
them, of his same amities, were that such high so
ajaguncoed. Antonio Do— severe bandit. But by
half, grand majority half that be. Andalecio, in
the profound, a good man-of-good, being raving in
his total justice. Ricardao, same, wanted was to be
rich in peace: for this he warred. Solo the Hermo-
genes was that born formed tiger, and assassinite.
And the “Ofidios White”? Ah, not me speak. Ah
this… joyless mischevious, that was— that was a
poor boy of the destiny…

So good, congruous. The Sir heard, I you
told: the ruin with the ruin, they terminate by the
spine-bushes so to crack— Deus awaits that spen-
dance. Boy! Deus is patience. The contrary, is the
devil. So consumes. The Sir file knife on knife—
and file— that so they scrape. Even the rocks
of the profound, one of in the other, they go-so
aroundabounding even, that the rivulet rolls. Per enquantity, that I think, total as hath, in this world, is because so merits and lacks. Afterly precise. Deus not so reports with rifle, not garrotes the regulation. For what? Quit: goof with goof—one day, some illumination and learn: smart. Solo that, at times, for most auxiliar, Deus begets, in the middle, a pinch of pepper...

Therebe? Well, for example: some time, I went of train, there in Seven-Lagoons, for parts of to consult a medical, of name me indicated. He went vested well, and in car of first, by via of the doubts, not me they shadowed for jagunço ancient. It goes and happens, that, close same of me, enfrente, he took aset, returning from the wild North, a mac Jazevedao, delegate professionale. Came with a capanga of his, an undercover, and I well knew the two, of that’s much a was ruin, as the other ruin was. The veracity to say, first I had the strict of me to surpasss for one long, to mutate of my place. Judgement me told, meliorate stay. Well, looking, I looked. And— you I tell: never I saw face of man furnished of brutez or malady more, of the them in that. As that was ogre, trussed of thickset, relustered of crude in the eyes small, and armed a chin of stone, toweringbrow; not of mid nor forehead. Not laughed, not so laughed not even one time; but, speaking or silent, the people appeared always to him some teeth, prey pointed of canids. Arr, and blistered, an ittybit. Solo growled curt, low, the mid-words grizzled. He came relooking, historicizing the documents—one by one the leaves with portraits and with the blacks of the digits of jagunços, lifters of horses and criminouses of death. That application of work, in one thing of those, generated the ire in the people. The undercover, busybodyguard, total close, seated joined, attending, excelling of to be dog. Me made a dread, but solo in the goof of the corpus, not in the intern of the courages. One hour, one of those reports fell— and I bent quickly, I knew there precisely by why, not I wanted, not I thought—even today I raise shame of this—I picked the paper of the ground, and delivered to him. Thereof, I say: I had more rage, because I did that; but there yea it was done. The man not even me looked, not even said notone thankfulness. Event he soles of the shoes of his— solo looking— that soles rough thick, bent of enormous, appear iron bronzed. Because I knew: This Jazevedao, when he apprehended someone, the primary quiet thing that proceeded was that he came entering, sans to have to to say, feigning some hurry, and go stepping on the top of the feet of the poorthings. And that on these occasions he gave laughters, gave... Well, geck! I delivered to him the leaf of paper, and went leaving of there, by to have hand on of not to destroy by shots that subject. Meat that much they weigh... And unbilicated beginning of belly pot bellied, that me created will... With my lightness, joyful that I’d kill. But, the barbarities that this delegate made and happened, the Sir not even has callus in heart to be able me to hear. He achieved of many men and women to cry blood, for the simple universolo ours here. Sertão. The Sir knows: sertão is where mandates who is strong, with the guile. And bullet is a tidbit of metal...

S’much, I say: Jazevedao—one assuch, should of to have, needed? Ah, need. Leather ruined is that calls goad of point. That there be that, after— business particular of he—in the life or in the other, each Jazevedao, accomplished the that he has, desclimbs in his time of pain, too, until to pay the that he gave— compadre mine Queleemem is there, in order to fiscalize. The Sir knows: the peril that is to live... But solo of the mode, of these, by ugly instrument, was that the jagunsaga so finished. Sir thinks that Antonio Do or Olivino Oliviano were going to fix goodies by pure spelling of itself, or by begging of the infelicitous, or by always to hear sermon of father? You I think! In the aims...

Of jagunço comported active in order so to repent in the middle of his jagunsagas, solo I lay of one: called Joe Cazuzo— was in smashing of one shotshow, for on the summit of the place Sierra New, district of river rusted, on the stream Traçadal. We made mal minority small, and they closed in order summit of us the personnel of one Coronel Adalvino, forted politico, with many soldiers uniformed in the center, commanding of the Lieutenant Epiphany Helm, that after fixed captain. We lasted hour more hour, and yea gave almost of encircled. There, of misslip, that Joe Cazuzo— man much valiant— so kneeled turned on the ground of the thick, lifted the arms that not even shoots of Jatoba dry, and solo yell, howl clear and howl deaf:— “I saw the Virgin Ours, in the resplendor of the Heavens, with her children of angels!...” He screamed not touched. — “I saw the Virgin!...” He ensouled? We desequaled. Bolt for my horse—that I thought—I leaped in mal seat, noteven I knew in which rupture-time I unfastened the halter, of tied up it foot of timber. I flew, arrived. Bullet come. The pasture roared. burro brute, giv-that, giv-that. Some two or three bullets so drovein the pad of the mine saddle, they perforated of to tear away almost much the kapok of the filling. Horse trembled in pro, in middle of gallop, I know: thinks in the owner. I not fit of to be more well shrunken. Bulleted came to the sack that I had on the back, with few mine things. And other, of fusil, in ricochet decreed, heated my thigh, sans me wound, the Sir see: bullet does the what to want—so pierced impressed, between in me and
the harness! Times crazy... Burumbum!: the horse so kneeled in the fall, dead perhaps, and I yea falling for front, embraced in foliage full, branched and linias, that me swayed and skewered, done I was pendulating in web of spider... Whither? I traversed that life total... Of fear of anxiety, I ruptured to read with mine corpus that forest, I know there — and me fell world below, rolled for the hollow of a grotto closed of shrubs, always me grasped— rolled same assuch: after: after, when I saw mine hands, total on they that not was withdrawn sanguine, was smeared green, on the digits, of leaves living that I pulled and mashed… I landed on the sedge of the profound— and a beast dark gave a releap, with a sneeze, too mad I was total... Of fear of anxiety, I traversed that life total... Of fear of anxiety, I traversed that life total… Of fear of anxiety, I traversed that life total…" The Sir conceive? Who has more dose of demon in self is Indian, any race of brusque. Folk see nation ofthese, for there profound of the generals of Goias, theofwhere has vagarious grand rivers, of aquas always so clear pleasantly, running of down crystal rosed... Louse-of-Snake gave of sanguine of heathen. Sir me will say: but that he pronounced that out of mouth, manner of to represent that yet not was old decadent. Opus of to oppose, for fear of to be tame, and cause in order so to see respected. Total listen for such rule: palavered of ruins, for more so valued, because we to the environs is hard durability. The worst, but, is that they finish, through the same ford, given of one day to execute the declared, in the real. I saw s'much crudity! Pain not pays to account; if I go, I collide. And me dedrip, three that me sicken, this total. Me convokes that the personnel, today in day, is good of heart. This is, good in the trivial. Malices wildwants, and perversities, always have some, but scarcities. Generation mine, true, was not assuch. Ah, goes to turn a time, in which not is used more to kill people... I yea am old.

compadre mine Quelemem. That me responded: that, for close to heaven, we so amplified so, that total the uglies past so exhaled of not to be—fated sans-modus from time of youngster, mal-arts. As we not lack of to have remorse of the which divulged in the pulsation of his nightmares of one night. Assuch that: fleeced-so, flourished-so! Ahem. For this said, is that the journey to the Heavens is delayed. I confide with compadre mine Quelemem, the Sir knows: reason of creed same that has—that, for total the mal, that so does, one day so repays, the exact. Subject assuch rises three times, in ant of to want to facilitate in any minutia reprehensible... Compadre mine Quelemem never speaks vacant, not subtreats. Solo that this to he not I go to expose. We never should have to declare that accept entire the alien—that is what is the rule of the king!

The Sir look...see: the most important and beautiful, of the world, is this: that the people are not always same, still were not completed — but that they go always shifting. They tune or detune. Truth major. Is the that the life me taught. This that me animates, mound. And, other thing: the devil and the brutes; but Deus is treacherous! Ah, a beauty of treacherous— gives like! The force of his, when he wants— boy!— me gives the fear dread! Deus comes coming: no one not sees. He does in the law of gentle— assuch is the miracle.
And Deus attacks beautiful, so amusing, so economizes. The well: one day in a tannery, the little knife mine I had dropped inside of a tank, solo soup of bark of tan, stryphnodendron adstringens, angico, there I know. —“Tomorrow I try...”— I said, with myself. Because it was of night, light notion I not disputed. Ah, then, I found: on the other day, early, the knife, the iron of it, had been gnawed, almost by half, by that aqua dark, total quiet. I left, for more to see. Crack, fuse! Know the what was? Well, in that same of afternoon, there: of the little knife solo so found the handle... The handle, for not to be of cold metal, but of horn of deer. There is: Deus... Good, the Sir heard knows, the that knows me understands...

We sum, not think that religion fractures. Sir think the contrary. Visible that, those other times, I painted—belief that the neoglaziovia variegata lifts the flower. Ah, good my joy... Boyhood. But boyhood is task for more later so to deny. Too, I of that of to think in vague in s’much, lost mine hand-of-man for the management hot, in the middle of all. But, today, that I ratiocinated, and think the endeavor, nor nor for this not I give for low my competence, in a fire-and-iron. The to see. Would approach would come here with war on me, with bad parts, with other laws, or with excessive looks, and I even draw to ignite this zone, ay, if, if! Is in the mouth of the blunderbuss: is in the rete-te-tem... Andlonely not I am, there-of-the. For not this, I was I placed encircle my mine people. Look the Sir: here, close, vereda below, the Paspe — cropper my — is mine. More league, if that, have the Herpetotheres, and have the compadre Ciril, him and three children, I know that they serve. Band of that hand, the Alaripe: knew the Sir the that is that so boasts, in riflection and by the knife, one cearense did this! After more: the João Innatal, the Quipes, Lophiosilurus-of-claws. And the Fafafa— this gave fights high, all side with me, in the combat old of the Anteater-such: we cleaned the wind of whom not had order of to resume, and antethese we desencompassed... The Fafafa has a mass of mares. He raises horses good. Even a little more distant, on the ped-of-sierra, of band mine was the Sesfred, Jesualdo, the Nelson, and João Concliz. Some others. The Trió... And not I go valuing? I leave terra with them, of theirs the what mine is, we close that we not even brothers. For what I want to gather richness? They are there, of arms aireated. Enemy to come, we cross called, gathering: is hour of one good showshowerment in peace, they exp’rim to see. I say this to the Sir, of confidence. Too, not go to think in double. We want is to work, propose tranquility. Of me, person, I live for mine woman, that total mode-meliorate merits, and for the devotion. Well-to want of mine woman was that me assisted, prayers of hers, graces. Love comes of love. I say. In Diadorim, I think too— but Diadorim is the mine nebulina...

Now, well: not I wanted to touch on this more— of the Tineaous; arrive. But has a nevertheless: I ask: the Sir believe, think trust of truth in that parlance, of with the demon so to able to deal with pact? No, no is no? I knew that not there. I spoke of favas. But I like of total good confirmation. To supremed, much more of the of inside, and is solo, of the that one if thought: ah, soul sheer! Decision of to vend soul is fearless moll, fantasied of moment, has not the obedience legal. Can I to vend those good terras, thereof of between the Veredas-Four— that are of one Mr. Admiral, who resides in the capital federal? Can I some? Then, if one boy boy is, and for this not so authorizes of to negotiate... And we, this I know, at times is solo fated boy. Mal that in mine life I prepared, I was in a certain infancy in dreams — total runs and arrives so swift —; will be that if hath flame of responsibilities? If dream; yea so did... I gave rapadura to the chump! Ahem. Well. If his soul, and has, it is of Deus established, not even that the person want or not want. Not is vendible. The Sir not thinks? Me declare, frank, I beg. Ah, you I appreciate. You so see that the Sir knows much, in idea firm, beyond of to have letter of doctor. You I appreciate, for much. Your company me gives high pleasures.

In terms, I liked that I would live here, or close, was a help. Here not so has conviviation that to instruct. Sertão. Knows the Sir: sertão is where the thought of the people so forms more fortified of the than power of the place. To live is much perilous...

Eh, that you so go? Yeaye? Is that not. Today, no. Tomorrow, no. Not I consense. The Sir me forgive, but in endeavor of mine friendship accept: the Sir stay. After fifth of-morning-early, the Sir wanting to go, then goes, same me leaves feeling your absence. But, today or tomorrow, no. Visit, here in house, with me, is for three days!

But, the Sir really intends to trespass the field this sea of territories, for sortment of to confer the what exists? You have your motives. Now— I say for me — the Sir comes, came late, Times were, the customs mutate. Almost that, of legitimate loyal, little surplus, not even no excess more nothing. The bands good of valientoughs they reparted their end; many who were jagunço, by ouch pain, beg alms. Same as the herdsmen they doubt of to come in the commerce vested of clothes entire of leather, they think that garb of jerkin is ugly and boor. And even the herd in the shrubbed pasture goes waning less mad, more educated: casted of zebu, dissee with the rest of corralers and captiveborns. Always, in the generals
is to the poverty, to the sadness. A sadness that even gladdens. But, then, for a crop reasonable of bizzarancies, I recounsel of the Sir to entest journey more dilated. Not were my desmitby, by acids and rheumatism, there I went. I guided the Sir till total.
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Original Text

NONADA. TIROS QUE O SENHOR ouviu foram de briga de homem não, Deusesteva. Alvejei mira em árvores no quintal, no baixo do córrego. Por meu acerto. Todo dia isso faço, gosto; desde mal em minha mocidade. Dai, vieram me chamar. Causa dumbezerro: um bezerro branco, erosso, os olhos de nem ser – se viu –, e com máscara decachorro. Me disseram: eu não quis avistar. Mesmo que, por defeito como nasceu, arrebitado desques... Olhe: quando é tiro de verdade, primeiro a capoia, o que- diga... E um José Simpílicio – quem mesmo está se engordando, de assim nãoouviou ouvir. Ainda o senhor estude: agora mesmo, nestes dias de época, tem gentepor falando que o Diabo próprio parou, de passagem, no Andreequicé. Um Moço de fora, teria aparecido, e lá se louvou que, para aqui vir – normal, a cavallo, dum dia-e-meio – ele era capaz que só com uns vinte minutos bastava... porque costeava o Rio do Chicopedas cabeceiras! Ou, também, quem sabe – sem ofensas – não terá sido, por umexemplo, até mesmo o senhor quem se anunciou assim, quando passou por lá, porprazido divertimento engracado? Há-de, não me dé crime, sei que não foi. E mal eu nãoquis. Só que uma pergunta, em hora, às vezes, clareia razão de paz. Mas, o senhorentenda: o tal moço, se há, quis mangar. Pois, hem, que, desponente do Rio pelas nascentes, será a mesma coisa que um se redobrar nos internos deste nosso Estadonosso, custante viagem de uns três meses... Então? Que-Diga? Doideira. A fantasiação. E, o re- spoito de dar a ele assim esses nomes de rebaço, é que é mesmo um quererinvocar que ele forme forma, com as presenças! Não seja. Eu, pessoalmente, quase que já perdi nele a crença, mercês a Deus; é o que ao senhor lhe digo, à puridade. Sei que é bem estabelecido, que grossa nos Santos-Evangelhos. Em ocasião, conversei com um rapaz seminarista, muito condizente, conferindo no livro de rezas e revestido de paramenta, com uma vara de maria-preta namão – proceou que ia adutorar o padre, para extraírem o Cujo, do corpo vivo de uma velha, na Cachoeira-dos-Bois, ele ia com o vigário do Campo-Redondo... Me concebo. O senhor não é como eu? Não acreditei patavim. Compadre meu Quelemém descreve que o que revela efeito são os baixos espíritos descarnados, de terceira, fuzando naspiores trevas e com ânsias de se travarem com os viventes – dão encosto. Compadre meu Quelemém é quem muito me con-sola – Quelemém de Góis. Mas ele tem de morar longe daqui, na Jijujá, Vereda do Buriti Pardo... Arres, me deixe lá, que – em endemoninhamento ou com encosto – o senhor mesmo deverá de ter conhecido diversos, homens, mulheres. Pois não sim? Por mim, tantos vi, que aprendi. Rincha-Mãe, Sangued’Outro, o Muitos-Beiços, o Rasaem-Baixo, Faca-Fria, o Fancho-Bode, um Treciziano,
o Azinhavre... o Hermógenes... Deles, punhadão. Se eu pudesses esquecer tantos nomes... Não sou amansador de cavalos! E, mesmo, quem de si de ser jagunço se entretê, já é por alguma competência entranter do demônio. Será não? Será?


Explico ao senhor: o diabo vige dentro do homem, os cresplos do homem – ou é homem arruinado, ou o homem dos avessos. Solto, por si, cidadão, é que não tem diabonenhun. Nenhun! – é o que digo. O senhor aprova? Me declare tudo, franco – é altamercê que me faz: e pedir posso, encarecido. Este caso – por estúdio que me vejam – é de minha certa importância. Tomara não fosse... Mas, não diga que o senhor, assisado de si mesma toma peçouhas. E, ora veja: a outra, a mandioca-brava, que de ramos e folhas, não dá a mandioca mansa, repre: pois, num chão, e com igual formato... E, ora veja: a outra, a mandioca- brava, que de ramos e folhas, não dá a mandioca mansa, repre: pois, num chão, e com igual formato...
Compadre meu Quelemém reprovou minhas incertezas. Que, por certo, noutra vidarevirada, os meninos também tinham sido os mais malvados, da massa e peça do pai, demônios do mesmo caldeirão de lugar. Senhor o que acha? E o velhinho assassinado? – eu sei que o senhor vai discutir. Pois, também. Em ordem que ele tinha um pecado decrime, no corpo, por pagar. Se a gente – conforme compadre meu Quelemém é quem diz – se a gente torna a encarnar renovado, eu cismo até que inimigo de morte pode vircomo filho do inimigo. Mire veja: se me digo, tem um sujeito Pedro Pindó, vizinhodaqui mais seiis lêgusas, homem de bem por tudo em tudo, ele e a mulher dele, sempre sidos bons, de bem. Eles têm um filho duns dez anos, chamado Valtei – nome moderno, é o que o povo daqui agora apreceia, o senhor sabe. Pois essezinho, essezim, desde que alguma maneira de leitura aliumou nele, feito mostrou o que é: pedido madrasto, azedo queimador, gostoso de ruim do fundo das espécies de sua natureza. Em qualquer juda, ao degavar, de todo bicho ou criaçãozinha pequena que pega; uma vez,encontrou uma crioula bentabêbada dormindo, arranjou um caco de garrafa, lanhou em três vezes, encontrou uma crioula bentabêbada dormindo, arranjou um caco de garrafa, lanhou em três pontos a popa da perna dela. O que esse menino babeja vendo, é sangarem galinhao esfaquear porco. – “Eu gosto de matar...” – uma ocasião ele pequenino me disse. Abriu em mim um susto; porque: passarinho que se debrucha – o vôo já está pronto! Pois, o senhor vigie: o pai, Pedro Pindó, modo de corrigir isso, e a mãe, dão nele, demiseria e mastro – botam o menino sem comer, amarram em árvores no terreiro, ele nunelo, mesmo em junho frio, lavram o corpinho dele na peia e na taca, depois limpam aple de sangue, com cuia de salmoura. A gente sabe, espia, fica gasturado. O menino já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já já ja...
parido. Mas minhavelhice já principiou, errei de toda conta. E o reumatismo... Lá como quem diz: nascoscorvas. Ahã.

Hem? Hem? O que mais penso, testo e explico: todo-omundo é louco. O senhor, eu,nós, as pessoas todas. Por isso é que se carece principalmente de religião: para sedesendoidecer, desdoidar. Reza é que sara da loucura. No geral. Isso é que é a salvaçãoda-alma... Muita religião, seu moço! Eu cá, não perco ocasião de religião. Aproveito de todas. Bebo água de todo rio... Uma só, para mim é pouca, talvez não me cheque.

Olhe: tem uma preta, Maria Leôncia, longe daqui não mora, as rezas dela afamam muita virtude de poder. Pois a ela pago, todo mês – encomenda de rezar por mim um terço, todo santo dia, e, nos domingos, um rosário. Vale, se vale. Minha mulher não vêmal nisso. E estou, já mandei recado para uma outra, do Vau-Vau, uma Izina Calanga,para vir aqui, ouvi de que rezava também com grandes meremerências, vou efetuar com ela.

Seu Joãozinho Bem-Bem, o mais bravo de todos, sério – foi Medeiro Vaz. Que um homem antigo...

Viver é muito perigoso... Querer o bem com demais força, de incerto jeito, pode jáaestar sendo se querendo o mal, por principiar. Esses homens! Todos puxavam o mundopara si, para o concertar consertado. Mas cada um só vê e entende as coisas dum seu modo. Montante, o mais supro, mais cruel. E em cara de todos se quebrar... Deus espera essa gastança. Por enquanto, que eu penso, todo quanto há, neste mundo, é porque se merece e carece. Antesmente preciso. Deus não se comparece com refe, não arrocha o regulamento. Praquê? Deixa: bobo com bobo – um dia, algum estala e aprende: esperta. Só que, às vezes, por mais auxiliar, Deus espalha, no meio, um pingado de pimenta...

Haja? Pois, por um exemplo: faz tempo, fui, de trem, lá em Sete-Lagoas, para partesde consultar um médico, de nome me indicado. Fui vestido bem, e em carro de primeira, por via das dúvidas, não me sombream por jagunço antigo. Vai e acontece, que, pertomesmo de mim, defronte, tomou assento, voltando deste brabo Norte, um moço.Jazevedão, delegado profissional. Vinha com um capanga dele, um secreta, e eu bem sabia os dois, de que tanto um era ruim, como o outro ruim era. A verdade que dizia,primeiro tive o estrito de me desbancar para um longe dal, mudar de meu lugar. Juizome disse, melhor ficasse. Pois, ficando, olhei. E – lhe falo: nunca vi cara de homemformado tigre, e assassim. E o “Urutu-Branco”? Ah, não me fale. Ah, esse...tristonho levado, que foi – que era um pobre menino do destino...

Dó ou Olivino Oliviano iam ficar bonzinhos por a jagunçada se findou. Senhor pensa que Antônio só do modo, desses, por feio instrumento, foi que calizar. O senhor sabe: o perigo que é viver... Mas veu – compadre meu Quelemém está aí, para fis-seu tempo de penar, também, até pagar o que de-Jazevedão, cumprido o que tinha, descamba em dicio particular dele – nesta vida ou uma outra, cada
chama ferrão de ponta. Haja que, depois – nego-de ter, precisava? Ah, precisa. Couro ruim é que armado! E bala é umpedacinhozinho de metal... Astúcias. Deus mesmo, quando vier, que sabe: sertão é onde manda quem é forte, com as simplesuniversozinho nosso aqui. Sertão. O senhor muito homem e mulher chorar sangue, por este em coração para poder me escutar. Conseguiu de delegado fez e aconteceu, o senhor nem tem calo que eu matava. Mas, as barbaridades queesse me criou desejos... Com minha brandura, alegre umbigava um princípio de barriga barriguda, que aquele sujeito. Carnes que muito pesavam... E ele de lá, por ter mão em mim de não destruir a tiros em essas ocasiões dava gargalhadas, dava... Pois, nem sei em que rompetemposatei o cabresto, meio de galope, sei: pensa no dono. Eu não cabia de estar mais bem encolhido. Baleado veio também o surrão que eu tinha nas costas, com poucasminhas coisas. E outra, de fuzil, em ricochete decerto, esquentou minha coxa, sem me ferir, o senhor veja: bala faz o que quer – se enfio imprensada, entre em mim e a aba da-derebe! Tempos loucos... Burumbum!: o cavalo se ajoelhou em queda, morto quiçá, e eujá caindo para diante, abraçado em folhagens grossas, ramada e cipós, que mebalançaram e espetavam, feito eu estava pendurado em teião de aranha... Aonde? Atravessei aquilo, vida toda... De medo em ânsia, rompi por rasgar com meu corpoque fazia mal, me importei não. Assim, uns momentos, ao menos eu guardava a licença de prazo para me descansar.Conforme pensei em Diadorim. Só pensava era nele. Um joão-de-barro cantou. Eu queria morrer pensando em meu amigo Diadorim, mano-oh-mão, que estava na Serra doPau-d’Arco, quase na divisa baiana, com nossa outra metade dos sócandelários... Commeu amigo Diadorim me abraçava, sentimento meu iavoava reto para ele... Ai, arre, mas: que esta minha boca não tem ordem numenhuma. Estou contando fora, coisasdivagadas. No senhor me fio? Atéque, até-que. Diga o anjo-da-guarda... Mas, conforme eu viha: depois se soube, que mesmo os soldados do Tenente e os cabras do CoronelAdalvino remitiram de respeitar o assopro daquele João Cazuze. E que esse aca-bousendo o homem mais pacífico do mundo, fabricador de azeite e sacristão, no SãoDomingos Branco. Tempos! Por tudo, réis-coado, fico pensando. Gosto. Melhor, para a idéia se bem abrir, eviando em trem-de-ferro. Pudesse, vivia para cima e para baixo, dentro dele.Informação que pergunto: mesmo no Céu, fim de fim, como é que a alma vence seios de tantos sofrimentos e maldades, no recebido e no dado? A como? O senhorsabe: há coisas de medonhas demais, tem. Dor do corpo e
do dor da idéia marcam forte, tão forte como o todo amor e raiva de ódio. Vai, mar... De sorte que, então, olhe: o Firmiano, por apelidado Piolho-de-Cobra, se lazuraram com a perna desconforme-grossada, dessa doença que não se cura; e não enxergava quase mais, constante obranquicho nos olhos, das cataratas. De antes, anos, teve de se desarrear da jagunçagem.Pois, uma ocasião, algum esteve no rancho dele, no Alto Jequitai, depois contou – que, vira tempo, vem assunto, ele dissesse: – “Me dá saudade é de pegar um soldado, e tal, pra uma boa esfola, com faca cega... Mas, primeiramente, castrar...” O senhor concebe? Quem tem mais dose de demo em si é índio, qualquer raça de bugre. Gente vê nação desses, para mais se maneram de ruins, para mais se reparem de ruins, para mais se verem respeitados. Todos têm por tal regra: proseiam de ruins, para mais se manes de mansinho – assim é o milagre. E Deus ataca baleia, de água sempretão claro, aprazível, fundo dos gerais de Goiás, adonde tem vagarosos quais, de que vai se lutar, por ódio de ódio. Vai, mar... De sorte que, assim que se luce, a gente se alimpou tanto, que não surpe de cor, não se usou mais matargente... Eu, já estou velho. Bom, ia falando: questão, isso que me sovaca... Ah; formei aquela pergunta, paracompadre meu Quelemêm. Que me respondeu: que, por perto do Céu, a gente se alimpou tanto, que todos os feios passados se exalaram de não ser – feito sem-moide bem ou de tempo de criança, de ódio. Como a gente não carrega de ter remorso do que divulgou latejante de seus pesadelos de uma noite. Assim que: tosou-se, floreu-se! Ahã. Por issodito, é que a ida para o Céu é demorada. Eu confiro com compadre meu Quelemêm, osenhor sabe: razão da crença mesma que tem – que, por todo o mal, que se faz, um dia se repaga, o exato. Sujeito assim madruga três vezes, em antes de querer facilitar emqualquer minúcule abatência repressível!... Compadre meu Quelemêm nunca fala vazio, não-subtrata. Só que isto a ele não vou expor. A gente nunca deve de declarar que aceitanteiro o alheio – essa é que é a regra do rei!... O senhor... Mire veja: o mais importante e bonito, do mundo, é isto: que as pessoas estão sempre iguais, ainda não foram terminadas – mas que elas vão sempre mudando. Afinam ou desafinam. Verdade maior. É o que a vida me ensinou. Isso queme alegra, montão. E, outra coisa: o diabo, é às brutas; mas Deus é traçoelheiro! Ah, umabeleza de traçoelho – dá gostos! A força dele, quando quer – moço! – me dá o medopavor! Deus vem vindo: ninguém não vê. Ele faz é na lei dos mansinhos – assim é o milagre. E Deus ataca baleia, de água sempretão claro, aprazível, fundo dos gerais de Goiás, adonde tem vagarosos quais, de que vai se lutar, por ódio de ódio. Vai, mar... De sorte que, assim que se luce, a gente se alimpou tanto, que não surpe de cor, não se usou mais matargente... Eu, já estou velho.
dobro. Queremos é trabalhar, propor sossego. De mim, pessoa, vivo para minha mulher, que tudo modo-melhormererce, e para a devoção. Bemquerer de minha mulher foi que me auxiliou, rezas delagraças. Amor vem de amor. Digo. Em Diaquerer de minha mulher foi que me auxiliou, rezas delagraças. Amor vem de amor. Digo. Em Dia-

Agora, bem: não queria tocar nisso mais – de o Tinhoso; chega. Mas tem um porém: o senhor acredita, acha fio de verdade nessa par-

Uma tristeza que até alegra. Mas, então, para uma safa razoável de bizarrices, reconselho do senhor entestar viagem mais dilatada. Não fosse meu desproder, por azias e reumatismo, aí eu ia. Eu guiava o senhor até tudo.

Interview: Felipe W.Martinez
(Interviewed by Ben Segal)

1. How did you come to be interested in João Guimarães Rosa?

While I was studying Literature & Writing at UC San Diego, a friend produced and surprised me with a wonderful and mysterious xerox copy of The Devil to Pay in the Backlands, the so-called failed, 1963 English translation of Grande Sertão: Veredas. The book, as a book and not a translation, to me was outstanding, and struck me as magnificently as had other works I was encountering at the time, by writers like James Joyce, Juan Rulfo, Samuel Beckett, and William Faulkner, among others.

When I finished reading the Devil to Pay in the Backlands, I took to the business of seeking out more work from the author. It was then that I learned that Guimarães Rosa was not like the other authors I mentioned, insofar as no one knew had read anything by him, and very few people (outside of University departments of Spanish & Portuguese) were talking about him. This led to the realization that none of his books were for sale, and hadn’t been in decades.

2) Can you talk about the history of the book’s reception in 1963 and its bizarre history of failed English translations?

In 1963 the North American publisher, Alfred A. Knopf—after rejecting publishing deals with many other soon-to-be rising stars of the Latin American Boom (including Jorge Luis Borges and Julio Cortázar)—decided to undertake what is today considered by many to be the most complex, Post-World War II novel in all of Latin America: João Guimarães Rosa’s Grande Sertão: Veredas.

The English translator, Harriet De Onís, was no match for Rosa’s linguistic ingenuity and vast erudition. Her experience was in translation from Spanish, and while her willingness to undertake the task was commendable, it was flawed from the outset. She opted to make the text approach-
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able to English readers, whereas it was nowhere near approachable for Brazilians in the original Portuguese. Imagine: Finnegans Wake translated into plain English for the general reader. Well, no one would like it, and so was the case with The Devil to Pay in the Backlands. Brazilianist scholars called it a sham, a completely deficient simplification of a masterpiece. General readers were either unimpressed or not reached. Sales of the translation declined continuously after the initial launch, and after that, the text was never published again. Some amazingly qualified translators have tried to retranslate Grande Sertão: Veredas since 1963 to no avail. Subsequently, Knopf translated two more works by Guimarães Rosa, two collections of short stories. Neither was published beyond the initial run.

3) To a reader unfamiliar with GR’s work, the original English translation appears much more fluid than your version. You’ve explained why that fluidity is in fact a problem in the HDO translation. Can you talk a little bit about how difficult this is even for readers of Portuguese and the ways in which this is a highly disrupted and jarring text.

The novel in the original Portuguese is so disjointed, fragmented and seemingly desultory, both on a narrative and linguistic level, that both practiced and unpracticed readers alike initially struggle to gain, and then are rarely able to maintain their footing on first read. In this sense the common analogy drawn between GS: V and Ulysses by James Joyce is justifiable: it’s a masterpiece of its language, though relatively few native speakers are able to understand it. This is in large part due to the fact that Guimarães Rosa was not only extremely erudite, but he had travelled much, and, from as early as the age of six, studied languages. He spoke six and read in fourteen others. His work is artfully overrun by neologisms, portmanteaus, words colloquial and archaic, many altogether invented, rearranged syntaxes, digressions, meanderings, illusions, recollections, etc. Another novel one might think of is Gravity’s Rainbow by Thomas Pynchon. On several planes, Pynchon is the closest thing to a North American Guimarães Rosa.

3b) Can you talk about some of the strategies you’ve employed in order to create awkwardness and difficulty, and how that difficulty might be different in the English version from in the original Portuguese?

Guimarães Rosa said of his work that he didn’t wish to let the reader rely on clichés, that he wished to shock the reader at every moment, just like life. He considered this in every sense. No cliché words, phrases, grammars, or plots. This was not to be difficult, but to create at every word and turn of phrase, something the reader had not read or experienced before, yet could comprehend or intuit. I tried to follow in this lead and before I began, I established these rules for myself:

– translate all neologisms into English (in the De Onís translation, neologisms were in many cases omitted; invented words replaced with standard words they signified)
– syntax remains faithful to the original (this in an attempt to see that the English language and its readers adapt to the Portuguese structures of signification rather than the other way around)
– punctuation remains unchanged when required, always make a decision. (For so long it has been the inability or unwillingness of translators to deal with Guimarães Rosa’s words, to make a decision—which, in addition to intuition, is an integral part of translation and art—even if that decision was to make no decision at all, and let chance work. In order to ensure that this process resulted in a product, I designed the method to guarantee its completion.

I did this in order to ensure (as much as possible) that 1) I not permit cliché, and 2) I not consider the reader (that is: aim for readability, which was a primary approach in 1963), but instead allow the original Portuguese to traverse the language-divide towards English freely, myself serving only as the medium (I studied Portuguese for a year before I began), ultimately hoping to produce a closer translation of the original language of Grande Sertão: Veredas. This new translation, I hope too, shakes the reader of a habitual reading practice. Like the original I think it should require the reader be aware of the mode of language by the word.

5) The book is full of neologisms, wordplay, and even linguistic constructions resembling concrete poetry. Can you give some favorite examples of those and of the translations choices that such wordplay implies?

We can start and stop at the first word, but I will give a few more examples after that. A single word is the first sentence in the original:

Nonada.

In translation: nothing; something of little or no value, a trifle; from the Latin res non nata (‘thing not born). But the story is being born at that precise point. Is Guimarães Rosa trying to deceive us? Are the next several hundred pages
for naught? We may ask ourselves, but then, when we come to consider it a bit more closely: if the word were to break into parts, we see: no + nada --> “no-nothing”. If one says “nothing”, it’s the same as something. We also see “nono-thing”, as in a thing that is a “nono”, something taboo. Superstition is a major element in the novel, as well as people’s wishes to disregard it--this connotation is also found in the first word of the novel, Nonada.

...in order to desendoditize, to disdodoate.

This is harder to explain, but I can certainly try: When I read the words for the first time in Portuguese ("...para se desendoidecer, desdoiar.") (I translated as I read the book for the first time so that the result might be something closer and more reflective of language instinct, intuition, surprise, etc), I saw a cloud of language, words in both English and Portuguese: des-: in English, an old equivalent of the prefix -dis, to undo, reverse the root word. The root word in Portuguese, doido, or “madman”, “crazy”; in the novel, a devilish connotation, evil spirits, taboo (For this reason, too, Dodo is a euphemism for the devil at other times--something odd and other, mystical and unseen). The Portuguese endings: -ecer and -ar, signalling the infinitive verb. Translated plainly it might look like: “to rid oneself of the evil spirit of insanity”, or “to dedemonize oneself”, or better: “to deendemonize oneself.” There is another word like this in the text: “Enevidemonment.” This isn’t a complete explanation, but I think it describes a bit of what I was thinking.

Ma-Neigh, Blood-o’Other, Legion-Lips, Tear-em-Down, Cold-Cutter, Sissy-Goat, Treciziano, Verdigris, Hermogenes...

These are the names of the narrator’s fellow jagunços. Jagunços are hired thugs of the Brazilian backlands, they ran in bands, hired by big land-owners and politicos for protection, land enforcements, and warrioing during the late eighteenth and early twentieth centuries. The names here are translated faithfully. Names to Guimarães Rosa are as important at as any other category of words. The name lives and transforms, and expresses the unique characteristics of its holder. So, like the neologisms, I committed to translating every name as far as I could. I think the tendency is to not translate names, thinking that leaving names in the original produces an effect of authenticity, and that’s true to a certain extent, but I had to recognize that these were not names like João, which could be translated into John, but in that case, it wouldn’t be necessary. But these names, the names of Guimarães Rosa’s stories, they’re names altogether something else. The English reader deserves to experience that, and so I worked to bring through as much as I could.

4) Because this is such a difficult text, can you set the scene a little? Just give a sense of where the reader is entering and what the setting/story is?

The reader has happened upon a conversation (we don’t know how or why), a dialogue between two men on a ranch. One, the owner of the ranch and narrator, is from the Sertão, the Northeastern backlands of Brazil; the other is a doctor from the city, passing through. Rather than being presented with the dialogue of these two men, the reader is only given what the narrator says; the interlocutor, the doctor, we presume he speaks, but textually he is silent. So the text takes the form of a sustained, 600-page monologue, no chapter breaks. The narrative concerns the Sertão and the sagas of the jagunços who war among its winding rivers and paths, across deserts, through jungles, who make pacts with the devil, and thus are concerned with laws. Like many modernist masterpieces of its time, its primary concerns are language and eternity.

7) Do you consider this to be a definitive translation? Can there be one?

This is a conceptual translation in that an idea and a process produced a material text to be considered where before there was none. It’s also a conceptual translation inasmuch as any translation (whether deemed “definitive” or “deficient”) is conceptual. In considering Guimarães Rosa in the English-speaking world, I’m not really considering the degree of success, or “definitiveness”, as much as the degree of its presence to be read and considered. Every translation is a step towards the next translation, and in that, a step towards the original text. This is what I want for Guimarães Rosa’s work. This isn’t a definitive translation. Like any translation, it sets nothing in stone, it only hopes to put something in the air.

6) Where can interested parties go to read more GR in English and find out more about him?

The closest thing to a sure bet is a good university library. If you dig on the internet you can find some things. I’ve been researching, writing, and talking about Guimarães Rosa for three years now via my project A Missing Book, and it serves as a resource for English-speakers around the world wanting to know more about Guimarães Rosa. It’s another kind of translation.